
 

 

  

 

HICO’s Generation Commitment 

 

In the early 2000’s HICO focused on supporting the rapidly growing wind generation market – 
which helped HICO America become today’s top supplier to the wind market. The key factors 
that continue to drive HICO’s success in the wind market, are the same ones we utilize today 
in support of all generation projects: 
 

- Providing top quality 
- Offering market-leading lead times – then meeting or exceeding delivery requirements 
- Affording customers flexibility and responding to requested changes 
- Offering turnkey solutions & unmatched customer service 
- Tailoring all offerings to meet customer needs 

 

           
 

By utilizing our vast experience on successful wind generation projects, we have continued to 
improve how we support all generation projects including nuclear, gas, coal, solar and other 
renewables. We implement our HICO model & our disciplined approach with dedicated 
project teams, and continue to provide top support for critical generation projects in the US 
and Canada. We keep our focus on our customers’ projects, and what our customer’s need to 
make each project a success including: 
 

- World-class designs to customer specifications, manufactured in a world class plant 
- Capabilities up to 765kV 1000MVA 
- Turnkey solutions and Services packages tailored to meet customer needs 
- Schedules to fit our customer’s project demands 

o Including the capability to “fast track” projects upon request 

 
Through the entire life cycle of the transformer, HICO will be there to support you with any 
questions or assistance requested. Our Sales, Customer Service, Project Management, and 
Engineering Teams, located in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, focus only on your needs with the 
goal of providing unparalleled service to make your project a success. 

 
Our business model is simple.  Top quality product accompanied by the best customer service.  
Attached are just a few examples of the many successful generation projects HICO in which 
has had the pleasure to be involved. 
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Nuclear Generation 

 

Four 1ph 345kV 410MVA Generator Step Up 
(GSU) transformers in support of a large Nuclear 
Plant in Nebraska, with a turnkey solution for the 
customer.  HICO managed the complete change 
out of the existing McGraw Edison Transformers 
and installation and testing of the new 
transformers, working around the clock to 
complete the project well within the required 
timeline.   

 

 
 

Coal-fired Generation 

 

This 3ph 345kV 808MVA GSU is waiting for the 
swap-out with the existing unit.  Project was 
completed within the outage window with a 
flawless transport and installation schedule. 
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Natural Gas 

 

This 3ph 530kV 360MVA GSU supports a critical 
US Combined Cycle Plant.  HICO was responsible 
for successful manufacturing, delivery and 
installation on this large GSU. 

 

 
 

Wind Generation 

 

This 3ph 138kV class 125MVA w/OLTC GSU was 
delivered to the pad and installed within 30 weeks 
after receipt of order. This project included a major 
design change to add an OLTC five weeks into the 
project schedule, we were able to offer the flexibility 
needed to make the change, and also meet the 
request to expedite delivery another 4 weeks. 
 

 


